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In 1961 astronomers discovered, by means of satellite instrumentation, what appeared to be an

unusual nebula. We normally understand the nebula phenomenon as a vast cloud-like mass of
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gas or dust. This one, however, appeared to have anomalous properties and was named the

Golden Nebula.

 

What is this electromagnetic cloud, this golden nebula? Its more universal designation is ‘photon

belt’ or ‘photon band’, consisting of many bands. Any encounter with this belt is recognized by

extraterrestrials and advanced galactic civilizations as of great import. The more enlightened ETs

refer to the photon belt as a ‘planetary trouble shooter’. Planet Earth was in trouble from the

damage incurred by our civilization and called for the photon belt—a typical emergency call

procedure for planets.

 

But before we look at the Photon Belt in detail, let us cover some background information �rst.

 

Cycles of Creation

 

Our Earth rotates around our Sun, taking approximately 365 days for one complete revolution.

 

Then our Sun (our entire Solar System, to be exact) rotates around Alcyone, the brightest star of

the Pleiades constellation. One complete revolution of our Solar System around Alcyone takes

approximately 26,000 years.
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In addition, Alcyone and our Solar System are revolving around the Galactic Core (central region)

or our Milky Way Galaxy. One complete revolution takes approximately 225 million years.

 

The Photon Belt

 

The Photon Belt is the Galactic Plane alignment of hundreds of billions of Milky Way star systems. Our

solar system orbits across this Photon Belt twice in approximately 26,000 years (Precession of

Equinox).

 

This ‘Great Crossing’ thus occurs every 13,000 years. The ‘Great Puri�cation’ naturally occurring at

this time is the result of the surge in brilliant photonic light from the Greater Central Sun out

through the conduit of the Galactic Plane Photon Belt.

 

There are times during our 26,000 year revolution around Alcyone, that our Solar System sits

either partly or fully within the Photon Belt (referred to as periods of Light) and greater periods of

time where our Solar System is not within this Photon Belt (referred to as periods of Darkness).

 

Due to the thickness of the Photon Belt’s �eld, we spend 2,000 years in the ‘Light’, then 11,000

years in ‘Darkness’ then 2,000 years in ‘Light’ and then 11,000 years in ‘Darkness’ – making up our

full 26,000 year cycle.
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Thus every 13,000 years we reach the PEAK central region of the photon-belt of light and this

coincides with the 13,000 year Stellar Cycle of our Sun.

 

Movement of Our Solar System into the Photon Belt

 

Our Solar System is now moving into Pleiades Photon Belt once again, into another 2,000 years of

‘Light’. In December Solstice 2012, our Solar System has fully entered within this Photon Belt �eld.

Likewise, Earth is now entirely within the photon belt.

 

It has been intensifying for decades, changing the atmospheres on all the planets in our solar

system and accelerating the rate of change in human consciousness. The global evolution

revolution in consciousness with the computer/Internet revolution has actually been in

resonance with the surging intelligence in the Source Field.

 

This photonic energy is the highest form of light that is known – the light of Source, carrying a

sentient supra-conscious intelligence, coded in the frequencies just as laser light through �ber

optics can carry thousands of videos and phone conversations coded in the light. Modern science

has only recently ‘rediscovered’ what the ancients already knew. This understanding of ‘Galactic

Light’ was known anciently to the Gnostics:

 

“The 2000 year old Gnostic text, discovered in Nag Hammadi Egypt in 1945, reveals the cosmic

understanding that the brilliant light plasma at the central core of our Galaxy is actually a sentient
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intelligence.

 

Furthermore, these Gnostic texts tell us that the physical world we inhabit came into form as the

intelligent expression of the plasma light, or ‘ether’, spiraling out from the Galactic Central Sun.”  ~

excerpt from Galactic Light

 

Leading experts of both quantum science and the Mayan Calendar are saying that our DNA will be

“upgraded” (coded with intelligence) from the center of our Galaxy – the ‘Greater Central Sun’.

 

Stellar Activations Cycle

 

The stellar activations have already begun and will continue through 2012 to 2017. This is

explained in detail in Ashayana Deane’s Voyagers II: Secrets of Amenti. The principle time cycle is

26,556 years, which is the precession of the equinoxes and is caused by a slow wobble of the

Earth as it spins and orbits around the Sun. This is known by astronomers.

 

Stellar activation occurs when our solar system lines up with the higher frequency bands of

Pleiades (star Alcyone), Sirius, Arcturus, Orion and Andromeda. The frequency bands then merge

and pass through Earth. If Earth is out of balance within itself due to abuse from invader ETs, the

Cabal, and humankind’s behavior, the higher frequencies will cause an ‘Armageddon’.
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To understand the alignment, one could think of circles within circles (cycles within cycles) turning

at di�erent rates to which are attached magnets. Clearly, periodically they could line up, forming

one long and powerful magnet. This would act like a powerful current. It is called a holographic

beam since it contains the fundamental energy of these systems.

 

After the convergence, this holographic beam carries the remains of photon activity. When Earth is

in alignment, it merges with higher dimensional parallel Earth, Tara. During this process the

particles and antiparticles of these planets and their antiparallel planets are uni�ed in certain

speci�c ways. When these particles and antiparticles come together they create intense photonic

activity which we know as the Photon Belt. It is continually renewed each cycle as the holographic

beam passes out through Alcyone, leaving the band around this star.

 

What Does This All Mean For Planet Earth?

 

On the solstice of 21 December 2012, our entire solar system has entered fully in the Photon Band

of Light, receiving direct energetic transmissions from Alcyone and from our Galactic Core of the

Milky Way – The Waves of Love.

 

In addition, we are also coming to the end of the Grand Cycle of time, the end of another 225

million year cycle, 26,000 year cycle and 365 day cycle. Thus on this December solstice there was a

grand alignment in our stellar skies of the Galactic Core of the Milky Way, with Alcyone, with our

Sun and with Earth – marking the end of some signi�cant cycles of time (or frequencies of

consciousness).
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The Greater Central Sun (Galactic Core) is directly pulsing electromagnetic Wave of Love vibrations

though our Central Sun (Alcyone), through our Sun and into Earth, bringing through very high

pulsations or frequencies of light energy to Earth.

 

This electromagnetic energy is facilitating a shift in consciousness, a divine shift of the level of

awareness of humanity from an egoic third dimensional state of fear, to a consciousness level of

Love and Oneness, a �fth dimensional  state of being.

 

Please click here for The Galactic Photon Belt Alignment – Part 2

Please click here for The Galactic Photon Belt Alignment – Part 3
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Together We Are Co-Creating The Age Of Enlightenment. 
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